DICTIONARIES
For a geneial suuey of the whole field of language dictionaries consult the article
"Dictionary" in the Encyclopedia Bntannica, llth edition This is valuable for its his-
toncal mfoimation, but the appended bibhogiaphy has not been sufficiently revised to
include the best recent dictionaries of the various languages
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
For an interesting and authoi itatrv e survey of the history and development of the
English dictionary consult Sir James A H Murray's Evolution of English lexicography,
Ox umv pr, 1901, Sip
Dictionanes aie the mam souices for mfoimation about vvords their spelling, pro-
nunciation, meaning, derivation, etc Theoretically the dictionary is concerned only with
the word, not with the thing represented by the word, differing in this respect from the
encyclopedia which gives information primarily about the thing Practically, however,
the large modern dictionary is very often encyclopedic and gives information about the
thing as well as the word, thus combining the features of the two types of reference
books As the large English dictionaiy is the most familiar 'family reference book/3
this encyclopedic feature has been continually strengthened by the addition of many
special lists and excellent illustrations, until the best modem woiks of this sort can now
be used for many more purposes than information about words Dictionaries which
contain many illustrative quotations can often be used to find or identify a quotation,
thus supplementing the special dictionaries of quotations The student of reference books
should familiarize himself with the special features and supplementary lists of each of
the great dictionaries if he is to make each of these books serve all the purposes that It
can be made to serve
Dictionanes should be purchased cautiously Like encyclopedias they are expensive
undertakings for the publisher, and an unscrupulous publisher may try to increase imme-
diate profits by using cheap work, by reprinting without revising some older work the
copyright of which has expired, or by other unjustifiable measures The prospective
buyer should use the same care as lecommended in the case of encyclopedias
In studying an English dictionary the student should follow the general directions
for examining reference books, and should also note caiefully the following points
 1	Period of the language covered
 2	Vocabulary

 a)	Extent and how counted, is the count by mam words only or does it include all
denved and compound foims, etc ?
 b)	Special elements included, eg, slang, dialect, obsolete forms, scientific or tech-
nical teimSj etc
3	Treatment of each word, with reference to
 a)	Spelling, including plurals, verb tenses, participles
 b)	Syllabication and hyphenization
 c)	Pronunciation—how marked, is the system accurate and intelligible?
 d)	Etymology
e)	History—aie changes in meaning, usage, etc, marked and dated?
f )	Definition—is it clear, coirect, adequate?
g) Illtistiative quotations are they given freely, with exact reference, and in chron-
ological ordei and dated so that history can be tiaced?
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